
How to manage a meeting, deal with political pressure, keep 
your integrity and your job...effectively guiding your 

commission.



Is It Getting Hot In Here?
2014 CALAFCO Staff Workshop

Berkeley

 Moderator:  
Steve Lucas, EO, Butte LAFCo 

 Panelists:
Scott Browne, Legal Counsel (various LAFCos)

Rich Bottarini, EO, Sonoma LAFCo
Paul Hood, EO, Santa Barbara LAFCo



 Look at how political values may influence Commission decision 
making, and consider the impacts when those values are not aligned 
with our own as staff (implementing the decisions).

 Consider a purely fictional proposal that will that requires an 
Executive Officer to make choices about how to process a proposal that 
could have potentially negative consequences for their job. 

 Explore the different roles the executive officer, legal counsel and the 
commission play when interacting with affected agencies and offering 
alternatives for guiding LAFCo processes from early consultation 
through public hearings and final decisions.



 Moderator will tell a story and pause at 
critical decision making junctures to examine 
what the fictional Executive Officer might do to address the 
issue.

 Each panelist will offer their profound wisdom from past 
experiences and then the moderator will seek 

audience responses and suggestions.

 Each question is allotted 15 minutes for review and discussion.



 What follows is a fictional, hypothetical situation.  
Any resemblances to actual people and LAFCo issues is 
purely coincidental.

 Any opinions expressed by the panelists and or 
audience are their own and do not reflect the position 
of the agencies they work for or what they would 
advise that agency.

 What happens at the Staff Workshop p Stays a the staff 
Workshop!





The Proposal:

Progress County is processing a proposal to develop a regional
shopping mall on 150 acres that will provide a much needed
economic boost to the County which is on the verge of
bankruptcy.

The parcel is currently designated by the County General Plan for 
Urban Reserve., but zoned for agricultural uses and is currently 

used for seasonal grazing and row crops.  The parcel is also
located within a flood plain and is contiguous to a wildlife 

refuge managed by the Flatland Reclamation District.



The County Initially Proposes:

 A rezone from AG to Commercial
 A Development Agreement for various 

mitigation functions
 An annexation to Helper Fire Protection 

District 
 A Water and Sewer Service Agreement with 

Progress City.



 Service Provisions…Water and Sewer:

The mall needs public water and sewer from Progress
City which has excess sewer capacity and desperately needs
the money to recoup costs associated with sewer treatment
plant expansion.

City water (groundwater) is available, but the City Urban
Water Management Plan (UWMP) and MSR says supplies
are questionable during drought periods.



Service Provisions…Water and Sewer Cont’d:

 The City cannot annex the mall into the City because it is outside their
SOI and 10 year old voter approved Urban Growth Boundary (UGB)
which was passed during good times and constant development
pressures. It is highly unlikely to be changed. The new City Council is
not particularly supportive of the UGB which it now sees as a budget
busting decision.

 Because of this, County and City have quietly negotiated a contractual    
sewer service agreement to extend sewer service to the mall. The 

County proposes to set-up a CSA to be the formal 
contract entity with the City.



 Ser vice Provisions…Fire Services

The Helper FPD has the capability to provide fire
protection services to the mall and provided a "will
serve" letter to the County for the project. The project
will be a financial windfall for the FPD in the form of
additional property taxes, mitigation/development
fees which will allow them to upgrade equipment
which will benefit the entire FPD and neighboring
Progress City.



 Ser vice Provisions…Drainage/Flood Control
The Flatland Reclamation District manages the 
adjacent wildlife refuge.  A large storm water detention  
basin for the  Mall is proposed to be placed into the 
wildlife refuge to mitigate the storm water runoff from 
the mall.   The County  has offered to provide the RD 
$250k/year for this “service” which will allow the RD to 

drastically improve the wildlife 
refuge which is its crown jewel and is 
hugely popular with the public.



 The Affected Agencies…

Progress LAFCo
County of Progress
Progress City
Flatland Reclamation District 
Helper Fire Protection District



The Players…
 County Supervisor (Chair) Bob Big Cheese
 County Supervisor Ed Environment
 Progress City Councilmember Mary Moneygrubber
 Preservation City Councilmember Barry Birdwatcher
 Helper Fire Protection District Board Member Steve Savior 
 Flatland Reclamation District Board Member Frank Farmer
 Public Member (Chair) Jane Neighbors 
 Executive Officer Holly Moses
 LAFCo Legal Counsel Peter Paycheck

(provided by contract with County Counsel's office)
 Neighbors Against Growth Scourge (NAGS)
 Progress County Farm Bureau



The LAFCo Lowdown…and on the right side is…

 County BOS Chair Big Cheese
strongly supports the mall development for all the obvious reasons.

 Progress City Councilmember Mary Moneygrubber 
strongly supports a project that will help bail-out the Progress City sewer fund.

 Helper Fire Protection District Board Member Steve Savior 
supports the proposal as it will assist the FPD in obtaining new equipment via 
increased property tax share and mitigation fees.

 The Mall Developer, Pavel Payvover
is a “heavy hitter” in local campaigns and generous donator to many local 
charities.



In the middle is…

 Flatland Reclamation District Board Member Fred 
Farmer 
really wants to see the wildlife refuge expand its public 
service from the $250k annual mitigation fee, BUT...he also 
is a farmer, supported the UGB to protect farmland and all 
his family members are farmers.

 Public Member Jane Neighbors
has indicated no feelings either way but very much just 
wants people to get along.



And on the left is…

 County Supervisor Ed Environment
was the leader of the UGB initiative and is opposed to the 
mall because it will compromise the UGB and convert 
farmland.

 Preservation City Councilmember Barry Birdwatcher
lives in another part of the county that has no growth 
pressures, has a robust downtown and is opposed to the 
conversion of agricultural  land and development in the 
flood plain.



And in the corner by herself…

LAFCo Executive Officer Holly Moses

Holly has been with LAFCO for 2 years and is new to the 
area.  The single mom of 2 kids has recently purchased a 
new home and joined some local service clubs.   

With “support” from LAFCo Counsel Peter Paycheck 
who is from the County Counsel’s Officer under contract.



The Progress Mall is BIG news amid speculation about 
prospective tenants…rumor has it a Cabela’s will open 
its first waterfowl interaction simulator (IMAX duck 
hunting game) and the mall will be LEED certified as a 
model of shopping efficiency without breaking a 
sweat. 

The FPD and RD have also issued press releases about 
potential benefits to their agencies’ overall ability to 
serve the community ($$).   Yet in all this hype, neither 
the County nor the developer made any advance effort 
to discuss proposal with LAFCo.



 And then one day a Notice of Preparation 
comes across the desk of Executive Officer 
Holly Moses, coincidentally, two days after 
Supervisor  Big Cheese has approached 
Executive Officer Holly Moses to voice his 
strong support for the project and asks for 
her "fair" consideration of the proposal that 
“will do so, so much good for the County and 
other entities represented on the LAFCo”.



 1.  First Step – Notice of Preparation

Progress County circulates the Notice of Preparation to 
LAFCo for comment. The NOP provides a very vague 
project description and only identifies necessary approvals 
for the rezone, development agreement and annexation to 
FPD.  Significant impact issues identified are related to air 
quality, traffic and drainage.

QUESTION #1 - HOW DO YOU RESPOND TO THE NOP?



2.  Second Step – Draft Environmental Impact Report

 Following NOP circulation, County hires Creative Consultants to 
prepare Draft EIR.  

 DEIR finds that there are only significant unavoidable impact.:   

1) drainage, flooding, habitat loss; all can be mitigated to a level less 
than significant;

2) traffic impacts will be mitigated as a result of future traffic study and 
mitigation fee program not yet funded; EIR did not evaluate impacts on 
the State Highway which is heavily congested already.

3)DEIR determines that agricultural  land is not “prime” and there are 
no significant  impacts of conversion.   County GP had designated land 
as Urban Reserve and therefore no mitigation is needed as the land was 
already committed to eventual urban use.  Only mitigation proposed is 
adoption of a right to farm ordinance. 



2.  Second Step – Draft Environmental Impact Report – Part 2

3)  GHG analysis evaluates only direct impacts of project and determines 
that impacts can be mitigated by ARB and CEC emission control and 
energy conservation requirements and the LEED standards proposed 
by the Developer

4) The proposed Development Agreement provides for significant
mitigation fees to FPD and RD and advance payment of Progress City
sewer infrastructure fees with substantial “system buy-in fees”.

QUESTION #2 –
HOW DO YOU RESPOND TO THE DEIR?



3.   Now It’s Getting Hot! – DEIR Response

 Supervisor Big Cheese sees LAFCo DEIR response and is
not happy with the “accusatory” tone and cannot
understand why EO Holly Moses cannot see the “big
picture good to come from the mall for everyone”.

 Supervisor Big Cheese asks EO Moses to meeting to
discuss and unbeknownst to her – the County CAO, County
Counsel, Progress City Councilmember/Commissioner
Mary Moneygrubber, and Project Proponent are all present.
Do you smell an ambush hombre…?

QUESTION #3 –
HOW DO REACT TO MEETING?



4.  More Complicated – BOS Approval

 The Progress County BOS schedules a public hearing to 
certify EIR and approve rezone and development agreement.  
Staff report discusses the creation of county service area (CSA) buried 
in the public works conditions of approval.  CSA will fund the payment 
of sewer/water fees to City, mitigation fees/costs for off-site 
drainage/flood control services from RD and perform via contract 
other improvement maintenance (landscaping, street lighting, security 
services). 

 CAO strongly recommends approval of entire package with little 
mention of LAFCo approvals necessary to implement project.   Overall, 
there is strong community support for the mall in this down economy 
and it is seen as an economic life line and future promise.  

QUESTION #4 –
HOW TO APPROACH THE BOS WITH LAFCo CONCERNS?



5.  The Battlefield Shifts to LAFCo Land   

 The BOS certifies EIR and approves project on a 4-1 vote.   Much 
applause about the economic victory for community despite very 
poorly drafted documents and inadequate studies.  This was followed 
by resolutions from the FPD and  RD in support of the proposal.  

 The EIR is promptly challenged by the Progress County Farm Bureau 
and Neighbors Against Growth Scourge (NAGS), which is the same 
group who championed the Progress City UGB.

 The BOS adopts Resolution of Application and submits application to 
LAFCo for formation of CSA and annexation to the FPD. With the 
“fight over”, Chair Big Cheese asks EO Holly Moses to sit down with 
the developer and county staff to “work out the kinks” and “get this 
thing finished”.   By chance, its April/May and budget season…during 
which EO will ask to raise agency assessments in the LAFCo budget.

QUESTION #5 –
DO YOU DEEM THE APPLICATION COMPLETE?



6.  Game On – Application Incomplete

 EO Holly Moses finds the application incomplete for 
failure to:

1) address/request the service extension pursuant to GC 
56133 and how this is consistent with the Progress City 
UGB; 

2) address the ag land conversion beyond overriding 
findings in EIR; or 

3) the adequacy of the EIR to address all LAFCo actions 
within the EIR project description.   

 .



6.  Game On – Application Incomplete Cont’d

 The County Counsel's office issues a legal opinion that 
Progress City need not request a service extension from 
LAFCo because the City is only providing wholesale 
water/sewer services to another government entity (CSA). 

 County also insists the EIR is adequate and must be 
utilized for the LAFCo proposal without any additional 
review. 

QUESTION #6 –
HOW DO YOU ADDRESS THE COUNTY  RESPONSES?



7.  Starting to Sweat - On to the LAFCO Public Hearings

 Application completeness issues are resolved and County 
submits request for LAFCo approval of CSA and annexation 
to Fire District.   No additional environmental review will 
be conducted by County. 

 Under pressure by the County, EO Moses sets the 
reorganization for hearing by the Commission.  At this 
same meeting EO Holly Moses is scheduled for her annual 
performance review and contract renewal.  



7.  Starting to Sweat - On to the LAFCO Public Hearings Cont’d…

 Supervisor Big Cheese meets with EO Moses to remind her how important 
the mall project is to the community and not so subtly suggests that her 
upcoming evaluation may be influenced by the outcome of events. 

 LAFCo Chair Jane Neighbors meets with EO Moses prior to closed session 
evaluation and indicates she will support EO Moses recommendations if they 
are objective and are consistent with LAFCo law/policies.  She also reminds EO 
that County Supervisor Ed Environment (leader of the Progress City UGB 
initiative) and Preservation City Councilmember Barry Birdwatcher do 
not support breaking the UGB or converting farm land. It appears that 
Flatland Reclamation District Board Member Fred Farmer may be the 
deciding vote as he  a farmer, supported the UGB to protect farmland and all 
his family members are farmers...but he'd sure like to see the wildlife refuge get 
a $250k annual boost.

QUESTION #7 – HOW DO YOU PROCEED WITH STAFF REPORT 
AND PUBLIC MEETING?



8.  Conclusions

 Often there is no "right" approach to follow, but rather a  series of 
steps that offer opportunities to express LAFCo concerns  and 
necessary outcomes.  

Integrity to LAFCo principles v. 
Responsibility to implement Commission directions.

 Staff should be objective and not afraid to make recommendations 
based on professional experiences, state law and adopted policies 

 Staff, however, must recognize that the Commission is a political 
body that is often driven by "political" values.   Issues are framed by 
LAFCo practices/policies but may be decided based on political 
realities.

 Once the Commission has made a decision, it is the obligation of 
staff to implement that decision in a manner that most clearly 
comports with legal and policy requirements. 
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